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Abstract
By definition, Manufactured turbulence(MT) is pur-
ported to mimic physical turbulence rather than model
it. The MT equations are constrained to be simple to
solve and provide an inexpensive surrogate to Navier-
Stokes based Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) for
use in engineering applications or theoretical analyses.
In this article, we investigate one approach in which the
linear inviscid aspects of MT are derived from a lin-
ear approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations while
the non-linear and viscous physics are approximated via
stochastic modeling. The ensuing Langevin MT equa-
tions are used to compute planar, quadratic turbulent
flows. While much work needs to be done, the prelimi-
nary results appear promising.
1 Introduction
Turbulence is an enigmatic mix of method (large scale
coherent structures) and madness (chaotic, small scale
motions). While the coherent structures are evidently
flow-dependent, the small-scale chaotic motions exhibit
a rather surprising level of independence from the large
scales (Kolmogorov hypotheses). Arguably, it is the large
scale structures that are dynamically important and the
role of the small scale motions is merely to provide a
means for dissipating the cascaded energy. It is rather
interesting that the dynamically decisive large scales are
easier to compute and more difficult to model than the
small scales which are more onerous to compute but play
a more straightforward role. Any attempt at capturing
turbulence physics must pay heed to these crucial mat-
ters.
Our charge in this work is to develop simple-to-solve
equations that mimic physical turbulence, rather than
model it. Here we reserve the term model to indicate
those attempts to develop closure equations for the mo-
ments of the turbulence field. Tomimic is to yield spatio-
temporal realizations of velocity and pressure fields and
entire probability distribution functions. We call such a
surrogate flow field, Manufactured Turbulence(MT). The
MT flow-field is intended for use in engineering applica-
tions and theoretical analyses as an inexpensive substi-
tute to the Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of the
Navier-Stokes equations.
In the absence of an analytical theory of turbulence,
the computational recourse to turbulence is extensively
utilized in industrial and academic applications. Of
these, computationally intensive methods like Direct Nu-
merical Simulation and Large Eddy Simulation are lim-
ited in their application due to their excessive computa-
tional demands. On the other hand, modeling intensive
approaches, such as one or two equation models, are en-
cumbered due to their lack of fidelity in many varieties
of flows. In this vein, synthetic or manufactured tur-
bulence is a contrivance to generate signals that mimic
real turbulent flow fields. Kinematic Simulation (KS) is
predominantly used to this end.
An alternative that is popular in the turbulent com-
bustion community is based on the Langevin equation in
a Lagrangian framework. Such Probability Density Func-
tion methods have been extensively applied and have be-
come established in turbulence research ([1, 2]). This
work is based, in essence, upon extensions of the sim-
plistic analogy between the motion of fluid elements in a
turbulent flow and the motion of gas molecules. Chung
([3]) used a similar analogy with the motion of fluid el-
ements and Brownian motion, to develop a simplified
statistical model for turbulence. Kuznetsov and Frost
([4]) applied a consonant similitude to use a Langevin
equation for this purpose. This was extended by Pope
and co workers ([5]). In an analogy with the Langevin
equation governing the velocity of a particle undergoing
Brownian motion, a linear Markov model for fluid parti-
cle velocity was developed in [5]. The effects of fluctuat-
ing pressure and viscosity are modeled via deterministic
drift and diffusion terms. The diffusion term represents
a random walk in velocity space. Haworth and Pope ([5])
used the Navier Stokes equation as the starting point for
the model formulation, thus adding physical significance
to the terms of the Langevin equation and the concomi-
tant coefficients therein. Furthermore, to account for the
rapid component of pressure (and specifically, its depen-
dence on mean gradients) an anisotropic drift term was
added to the generic Langevin equation.
In this article, we apply a general set of Langevin
equations to generate Manufactured Turbulence. It is
accepted that linear physics provides a qualitative repre-
sentation for many features of turbulent flows. However,
the exactitude of this linear representation is contingent
upon many factors. It is found that the quantitative pre-
ponderance of linear theory is highly dependent on the
regime of flow. This is explained with respect to the
nature of the instabilities manifested in these flows.
2 Mathematical formulation and
rationale
The essential components of a turbulent flow field consist
of:
1. Linear effects, consisting of inertial physics, embod-
ied in production and rapid pressure action.
2. Non-linear effects, that include the slow pressure ac-
tion.
3. Viscous effects.
Of these, the linear effects are the drivers of turbulence
and engender the variations in different flows. Thus, it is
essential to ensure that these are represented as precisely
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as possible. The non-linear effects are universal and can
be modeled statistically. Based on physics, pressure ac-
tion can be decomposed into two components, viz. rapid
and slow.
1
ρ
∇2p′ = −2∂Ui
xj
∂uj
xi
− ∂
2
∂xi∂xj
(uiuj − uiuj), (1)
where the first and second terms on the right, represent
the contributions of rapid and slow pressure, respectively.
The adjectives rapid and slow refer to the components of
pressure arising, respectively, from the linear and non-
linear parts of the source term in the Poisson equation
for pressure. The slow component acts to conserve the
incompressibility of the velocity field generated by the
nonlinear interactions among velocity fluctuations. Sim-
ilarly, it is the function of rapid pressure to impose the
divergence free condition on the fluctuating velocity field
produced by linear interactions between the mean and
fluctuating fields.
Based on established theory, surrogates for the linear
and the non-linear effects of pressure can be developed
separately. Thence, these can be appended to give a
complete, general surrogate for the pressure effects. In
contrast to the slow pressure and its universal nature,
the action of the rapid pressure effects are a strong func-
tion of the mean velocity field and initial flow conditions.
In spite of the apparent simplification afforded by linear-
ity, the action of rapid pressure is not straightforward.
Depending on the nature of the mean velocity field and
initial conditions of the flow field, the effect of the rapid
pressure component can be diametric. Furthermore, this
action can alter the fundamental nature of the flow. This
is best exhibited in the regime of elliptic flows, where
it is established that the rapid pressure effects initiate
and sustain the elliptic flow instability ([6]). Most engi-
neering models do not capture the nature of this action
and predict a decay of turbulence, contrary to theory
and DNS results ([7]). Thus, the linear pressure effects
must be represented as accurately as possible. The im-
port of fidelity to linear dynamics, even in KS has been
accepted and attempts have been made to coalesce the
knowledge developed via RDT in KS. Nicolleau and Vas-
silicos ([8]) utilized temporal evolution predicted by RDT
with the KS velocity field formalism. This was applied
and compared contra DNS in [9]. Kaneda and Ishida
([10]) used a similar approach to study the diffusion of
a passive scalar. Subsequently, this approach of amalga-
mating RDT with KS has been extended, for instance in
[11]. Under the aegis of RDT, the velocity field can be
expressed as a summation of advected Fourier modes. In
this formulation, the rapid pressure effects can be repre-
sented exactly. To this end, the rapid pressure compo-
nent of the Langevin set is formulated in spectral space.
In spectral space, this formulation can account for the
initial conditions accurately and is not hampered by an
incomplete basis. The germane equations in this regard
are:
dκl
dt
= −κj ∂Uj
∂xl
, (2)
duj
dt
= −uk ∂Ul
∂xk
(δjl − 2κjκl
κ2
), (3)
and the incompressibility constraint is given by u ·κ = 0.
Herein, ~u and ~κ, or the Fourier velocity amplitude and
wave-vector respectively, are considered random vari-
ables and are simulated via Monte Carlo techniques.
With regard to the slow component of pressure, it
is established that this has a return to isotropy effect,
wherein, the anisotropy of the Reynolds stress tensor is
reduced. This, in essence, is a redistribution of the tur-
bulent kinetic energy from any given distribution to an
uniform, isotropic distribution. Thus, the slow pressure
effects are represented via a stochastic diffusion form.
Explicitly,
Aij(u, e)dWj , (4)
where Aij is the diffusion tensor and dW is an isotropic
Wiener process. Consequently, the representation re-
duces to
dei = gi(u, e) +Aij(u, e)dWj +Bij(u, e)dW ′j . (5)
dui = hi(u, e) +Hij(u, e)dWj +Gij(u, e)dW ′j . (6)
Constraints are applied to the system to ensure physical
fidelity. These are:
1. Ensure that ~e remains a unit vector.
2. Maintain orthogonality of ~u and ~e.
3. The PDF of the velocity approaches an isotropic,
joint-normal distribution.
4. The evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy is ex-
act in the limit of decaying turbulence.
These ensure realizability of the Reynolds stresses. For
details of the derivation, the reader is referred to [12].
The velocity evolution equation is represented as a
Langevin equation with an anisotropic drift term. Such
surrogates can be thought of as bridging methods be-
tween one-point closures and multi-point/spectral clo-
sures.
The dissipation model is appended to the formulation
to complete the basis. This is of the established form:
d
dt
= 
2
k
(C1
P

− C2). (7)
Consequently, the entire set of equations reduces to:
dui =− uk ∂Ul
∂xk
(δil − 2eiel)dt− 12

k
(1 + 32au)dt
+ γ
k
(bij − IIbδij)ujdt−√audWi.
(8)
dei =− ∂Um
∂xl
em(δil − eiel)dt− 12

k
(ae + au
k
usus
)eidt
− γ
k
(δij − 2eiej)bjlel −√au uiel
usus
dWl+√
ae
k
(δil − eiel − uiul
usus
)dW ′l .
(9)
Figure 1 exhibits the representation’s performance,
wherein the predictions are compared against DNS re-
sults ([12]).
3 Linear physics in planar,
quadratic flows
Linear theories such as RDT ignore the interaction of
turbulence with itself. This is justified via assumptions
regarding the times scales (of mean and fluctuating dis-
tortions), a weak turbulence assumption, etc. However,
the linear instabilities manifested in RDT obviate these
assumptions. With increase in the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy, the non-linear effects become more important and
thus, linear theory cannot suffice, beyond a very limited
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Figure 1: Comparison of the predictions against DNS
results.
time period. In this duration, the linear effects structure
the flow field. Thence, non-linear effects modify the evo-
lution of turbulence. This structuring effect of the linear
physics is most evident in the instabilities manifested
therein, where certain modes are engendered to grow
preferentially. Figure 2 exhibits the unstable modes, in
a representative hyperbolic and an elliptic flow, with re-
spect to their alignment. The figure is motivated by a
congruous illustration in [6].
Figure 2: The unstable modes exhibited, with respect to
their alignment in (a) a representative hyperbolic flow,
(b) in an elliptic flow.
As can be observed, the unstable modes in an ellip-
tic flow form a continuous band. However, the unstable
modes in a hyperbolic flow lie on a set of zero measure.
In the hyperbolic case, all other modes are either sta-
ble or can undergo some transient growth. Furthermore,
this state of alignment for the unstable modes is in itself
unstable and these can be forced off this alignment by
any perturbations. This is evident in figure 3, wherein
the hyperbolic flow instability is arrested by the pressure
effects. This occurs via the transfer of turbulent kinetic
energy out of the plane of applied shear via the pres-
sure strain correlation. The interested reader is referred
to [13], wherein the linear aspects of this problem are
analyzed in detail.
Figure 3: The evolution of (a) the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy, (b) Reynolds stress anisotropies in a plane strain
flow, under the aegis of the Rapid Distortion Limit.
It is observed that this shift is robust and manifests
itself for all open streamline flows, as exhibited in figure
4. In this vein, it is pertinent to question the exactitude
of the hyperbolic instability, caused by these modes, in
regimes where the non-linear effects become more and
more significant. Furthermore, this is contrasted against
similar comparisons in other regimes of planar, quadratic
flows.
The structuring effects of linear physics are most pre-
dominant in purely sheared flows. This is evident the
large streamwise length scales observed in boundary lay-
ers. Furthermore, it has been observed that the evolution
of flow statistics is similar in DNS studies, as compared
to RDT simulations ([14]). This is exhibited in figure 5,
where the results of the Langevin equation representa-
tion are compared to those from RDT based simulations.
Figure 6 compares the evolution of flow statistics for
elliptic flows in the presence and absence of non-linear
effects. As can be observed, the results are very similar
in the absence of non-linear effects or when they are of
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Figure 4: The evolution of (a) the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy, (b) Reynolds stress anisotropies in a representative
open streamline flow, under the aegis of the Rapid Dis-
tortion Limit.
a small finite value. This is due to the finite measure
of the set of unstable modes. However, this scenario
does not persist for all elliptic flows. For instance, in
purely rotating flows, it is known that linear theory is
inconsistent with DNS results ([14]).
Figure 7 compares the evolution of flow statistics in
a representative hyperbolic flow as the non-linear effects
become more important. It is observed that due to the
non-linear effects, the switch in the anisotropy evolution
occurs progressively earlier. This is due to the pertur-
bation of the wave-vector due to the non-linear effects,
which force modes off the unstable set.
4 Conclusions
In this article, we exhibit the application of Manufac-
tured Turbulence (MT) to study the linear physics in a
planar quadratic flow. The MT equations are exact in
the Rapid Distortion Limit and use a Langevin equa-
tion to simulate the return to isotropy effect of the slow
pressure term. Thus, chaotic advection is incorporated
using a white noise term. The mathematical formulation
of such representations is introduced and the underlying
rationale explained.
Thence, this surrogate is applied to study the import
of linear physics for planar, quadratic flows. It is found
that for purely sheared flows, linear theory provides a
very good representation of the evolution of flow statis-
tics, even in the presence of non-linear effects. For gen-
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Figure 5: Comparison of the evolution of Reynolds stress
anisotropies in a purely sheared flow (a) RDT results, (b)
Langevin representation with Sk = 25.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the evolution of Reynolds stress
anisotropies in a representative elliptic flow (a) RDT re-
sults, (b) Langevin representation with Sk = 50.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the evolution of Reynolds stress
anisotropies in a representative hyperbolic flow (a) RDT
results, (b) Langevin representation with Sk = 80, (c)
Langevin representation with Sk = 60.
eral elliptic flows, effects of linear physics are predomi-
nant even in the presence of moderate non-linearity. This
is due to the banded nature of the instability, where un-
stable modes lie on a continuous band of finite measure.
Thus, perturbations due to the non-linear effects have
very little influence on the instability. However, for hy-
perbolic flows, the linearly unstable modes lie on a set of
very small measure. Thus perturbations to these modal
alignments may have significant effects on the state of
instability and consequently, the evolution of flow statis-
tics. However, only the transient time to reach the
asymptotic stage is affected. But the final asymptotic
behavior is still as dictated by linear phenomenon. It
is observed that linear effects dominate the overall flow
behavior, although non-linear aspects can have an im-
portant effect on transients.
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